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Ferry rides in morning fog, from west to east, often set up
wispy light shows off sun glints from glass-faced buildings
across the Sound. As the ferry moves and the sun rises, first
one building and then another lights up, then fades, often
with several minutes between the last quench and the next fire.
You get to guessing when and where, and if. Finally, the show
is over, while fog remains.

So also with Norsemen on morning trudges along high ridges
of western Iceland. If the sun's just right and the air cloud-
free over the sea to the west, you can see sun glints off high
glaciers there. Eric the Red .. murderous Eric .. banished to
the western edge after a killing in the at least relatively more
civilized Rekjavik, must have seen or heard others who had seen
those sparkling glaciers too. Who could resist?

And Columbus knew the earth was spherical because he both read
it in books and saw it himself. Every sailor knew it, from ships
seen slipping over the edge of sight, disappearing from bottom
upwards. It surely helps to know the answer first.

Now let me tell you a secret. This is how science works. We
know .. or guess .. or hope .. the answers first. None of this
dispassionate enquiry with 'let the facts fall where they may'.
Instead, we test speculations that glint at us as brightly, and
as elusively, as glaciers westward in morning sunlight, but then
.. too often, but not always .. fade to shadows as we grab for
them. Newton knew that orbits are elliptical: he had only
to show why.

The discipline of science is letting go of false hopes, after
tests that refute them.

Seattle, we later find as the ferry pushes through thin fog to
get there finally, really exists. And Greenland. And America.
But Atlantis does not.


